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SPECIALTY GIFTS & BASKETS

ABOUT EME INC. BASKETS
Our unique, stylish thank you gift baskets are of superior quality and always make the perfect gift for all occasions and
holidays celebrations. EME baskets are individually crafted and created, ensuring that the freshest possible products are
always used, and that each basket is created just for you, the individual client.
e theme "Always Exceptional" applies to our gourmet foods, interesting gift items, varied containers, fine ribbons and
accessories as well as the final presentation and delivery. We are dedicated to creating unique gift baskets featuring
exclusive designs with unique gourmet foods that you won't find anywhere else. Our one-of-a-kind gift baskets provide
great value that always expresses your sentiments perfectly - whether it’s ank You, Happy Birthday, Happy Anniversary,
Congratulations, Good Luck, Welcome to New Baby, New Home, New Oﬃce and Express Condolences. An EME Inc.
custom designed basket is always the right size, price, color and theme.
EME Inc. also caters to special dietary restrictions where necessary and also oﬀers designs not incorporating food. Our
staﬀ is always ready to confer with you to ensure that each and every gift that leaves our studio sends the message that
you desire. Delivery is prompt with a minimal charge and available locally within the Greater Toronto Area.

HOW TO ORDER
Scroll though our selection of great looking and tasting gifts. Most items are available in a variety of sizes, prices and
combinations. If you wish to substitute or change the products in a featured basket or to place a custom order, please
contact us.
To place a customized basket order, or order one of the baskets listed below, please contact enaya@emeonline.ca or to
speak to an individual, call 647-989-3994. EME Inc. can customize any basket to suit your occasion or needs.
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SNACK BASKETS
e perfect gift for the snacking lover, our snack baskets are filled with delicious foods with a twist. Enjoy freshly roasted
nuts, luxurious chocolates, cookies and gourmet chocolate covered treats, all guaranteed to satisfy those snack time cravings.

Classic Snack Plate
ree brightly decorated gift boxes hold an assortment of sweet and savory surprises to indulge any
recipient, complete with an elegant serving dish.
$24.99

Movie-Time Snacks
Give the gift of pure snacking indulgence with assorted cookies,
sweets and chocolates presented
in a keepsake ceramic popcorn
jar.
$49.99

Deluxe Snack Plate
Six brightly decorated gift boxes hold an assortment of sweet and savory surprises to indulge any
recipient, complete with an elegant serving dish.
$39.99

Cup of Kindness Gift
Send your warmest wishes for a
cozy Holiday with this Coﬀee
Collection served in a ceramic
canister.
$39.99

Baklava Treat
Sweeten someone’s day with a
package of 3 kinds of freshly
made baklava accompanied with
a jeweled cutter.
$12.99
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GOURMET BASKETS
We travel the country to find wonderful gourmet goodies to fill our gift baskets and we search for products that are not
only delicious but beautifully packaged. We pay particular attention to finding the perfect gift for any occasion including
each major holiday, thank you, sympathy, housewarming or "just because". Our baskets all have a sense of style that is
uniquely our own and each basket arrives beautifully wrapped in cellophane and topped with a handmade bow selected
for each gift basket. We use only quality ingredients and products with top of the line containers and packaging.

Sweets for the Suite
Our biggest and best snack basket ever,
the perfect gift which includes luxurious nuts, gourmet cookies and fine
chocolates, in an elegant serving plate.
$159.99

Ambassador Gift Basket
is Grand gift is overflowing
with products from around the
world all inside an amazing
wooden trunk.
Small - $249.99
Large - $399.99

Tasteful Giving Gift Basket
Our most popular gift baskets year
after year, an elegant gift for any occasion.
Small - $49.99
Large - $79.99

Bon Appetit Gourmet Gift Basket
Full of variety and flavor, this premium basket brims with the highest quality gourmet foods,
boutique cheeses and confections.
$250.00

Classic Gift Basket
e name says it all, A Classic, an
elegantly beautiful gift basket with
our favorite gourmet foods and hot
beverages.
$59.99

Four Seasons Gourmet Basket
ose with a taste for the finer things in
life will savor this ensemble of fine
chocolates, desserts, snacks and beverages, served in a beautiful copper tray.
Small - $129.99
Large - $199.99
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CONTACT
ENAYA RABBA
647.989.3994
enaya@emeonline.ca

EVENT DESIGNERS

